
 

                

CZECH PGA TOUR 

Local Rules in the PGA Hard Card 2016 shall apply with the follo

1. Out of Bounds 
Out of bounds is defined by 
16th holes define an internal out of bounds which applies s
hole. 

2. Water Hazards. 
Water hazards and laterál water hazards are marked by yellow stakes resp. 
and lines.  
At hole no.17, if the ball last passes over the bou
stakes with black head) player can (as possibility according rule 26
stroke penalty in dropping zone
 

3. Ground under repair: 
GUR are marked by white lines (
 

4. Obstructions: 
Everything according definitiv
path is also considered a path.

Penalty for breach of Local Rule 

 

 Rudolf Nechanický  
 PGAC      

 

CZECH PGA TOUR - Ropice Golf Trophy 2016

Ropice, 25.-26.7.2016 

 

LOCAL RULES 

Hard Card 2016 shall apply with the follo

Out of bounds is defined by white stakes and/or lines. White stakes 
th holes define an internal out of bounds which applies solely for play on the 16th 

water hazards are marked by yellow stakes resp. 

, if the ball last passes over the boundary of a water hazards (yellow or red 
head) player can (as possibility according rule 26
dropping zone behind the green. DZ is marked by 4 black tees.

GUR are marked by white lines (eventually GUR).  

definitiv. Ungrassed part of the course that directly related to the 
also considered a path. 

 

 

Penalty for breach of Local Rule  

Stroke Play: Two strokes 

 

      Víťa Štrouf
      hlavní rozhodčí  

Ropice Golf Trophy 2016 

Hard Card 2016 shall apply with the following addendum: 

hite stakes between the 15th and 
or play on the 16th 

water hazards are marked by yellow stakes resp. Red stakes 

water hazards (yellow or red 
head) player can (as possibility according rule 26-1) drop ball with 1 

green. DZ is marked by 4 black tees. 

Ungrassed part of the course that directly related to the 

Víťa Štrouf 
hlavní rozhodčí   


